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R O C K E T  F U E L

As any seasoned athlete or adventure  

seeker will attest, what you put in your 

stomach BEFORE, DURING, and AFTER 

exercise can mean all the difference  

between a winning performance and  

one that won’t make any headlines. 

next summit, good nutrition over the long  

haul is a key aspect of a successful fitness 

regimen. In other words, think marathon, not 

sprint, when it comes to sports nutrition and 

healthy eating. 

With that in mind, when you’re heading 

out for a run, ride, paddle, or hike in the great 

outdoors, it can be tempting to stuff your jersey 

pockets and backpack full of packaged sports 

nutrition products that promise to deliver 

peak performance. Before and after exercise 

are times you might find yourself swayed 

by the convenience and touted benefits of 

those products. And with daily life feeling 

more time-crunched than ever, why would 

you bother trading in the portable, ready-

to-use packaged bars, gels, and their ilk for 

homemade fuel? It’s a valid question indeed, 

but when you take a closer look at the pros 

and cons of either option, it’s one that can be 

answered with resounding support for fuel 

from your own kitchen.

To be a champion, you have to eat like one. 

You don’t want to let your hard work on the 

saddle, in the gym, or on the field go to waste 

by not fueling properly. If your competition is 

eating optimally for performance and you’re 

taking nutrition lightly, you shouldn’t be 

surprised when you get left in the dust.

Even though no one food can turn a donkey 

into a racehorse and produce an instant 

athlete, consuming the right combination of 

foods and drinks on a daily basis can go a long 

way in helping you train harder and longer. 

In turn, good workouts will make the most of 

good nutrition practices. So whether you are a 

frequent Tough Mudder, mountain bike racer, 

bodybuilder, or mountaineer preparing for your 
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WHILE THE ORIGINS  of the premade, packaged 

energy-food market can be disputed, few would 

argue that the release of the malleable, malt-flavored 

PowerBar in the ’80s was a launching pad for what 

has now become a multibillion-dollar business. Sure, 

its cardboard-like taste was appetite killing and it 

would turn harder than carbon when temperatures 

dipped, but athletes suddenly had a convenient 

source of energy that they could stash in their gym 

bags or backpacks and turn to in a flash. 

In the years since, the market has been flooded 

with a dizzying array of engineered products that run 

the gamut from powders to bars designed to provide 

athletes of all stripes with specialized fuel. As society 

as a whole abandoned their kitchens in droves in 

response to increasing demands on time, these 

products continued to rise in popularity and even 

transcended the role of workout fuel to become 

regular snacks and meals. Professional athletes with 

sizable sponsorship deals have been all too happy to 

plug one product or another as a means of achieving 

athletic greatness. And the rise in popularity of 

sporting events such as marathons, Gran Fondo road 

BACK  
 TO THE

 KITCHEN
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races, and mud runs has only served to fuel the 

packaged-fuel biz. Heck, you can now even  

subscribe to delivery services where a box of bars, 

chews, and sticky gels arrives at your front door 

monthly—exercise fuel in your hands without  

moving a muscle.

Despite the size and prevalence of this 

prepackaged food industry, a powerful movement 

is now afoot among athletes and adventurers. They 

are increasingly ignoring the sea of sales pitches and 

flashy packaging and instead once again turning 

back to energy food created in their own kitchens to 

power their active lifestyles. Food blogs, Pinterest, 

and other social media platforms are being saturated 

with recipes from pro athletes as well as weekend 

warriors, all offering up tasty ideas for homemade 

bars, sports drinks, and copious other sweet and 

savory performance-fuel options. These athletes are 

committed to raising the bar, so to speak, on sports 

nutrition. It’s never been a better time to be a fit foodie.

While the day of the prepackaged gel and bar 

hasn’t yet come and gone, and likely won’t ever 

disappear, there is a broad movement in sports 

nutrition toward once again embracing real food.  

More people are becoming aware of the potential 

benefits of ditching some of the store-bought stuff  

for made-with-love forms of performance nutrition 

that keep them naturally fit.

Most important, diet has become the new essential 

and important arena that athletes are scrutinizing to 

find competitive gains. No longer is the athletic crowd 

using their workouts as an excuse to stuff themselves 

silly on boxed cereal and frozen pizza with too many 

multisyllabic ingredients. Instead, amateurs and 

pros alike are applying the same level of intensity 

and focus to their eating habits as they do to their 

training and competition. That’s because it’s now well 

understood that sound nutrition is a vital element in 

overall performance. 

Keeping this in mind, athletes are becoming 

cognizant that healthy eating does not just apply to 

mealtime but also to the fuel they pump into their 

bodies before, during, and after workouts. This means 

that people are increasingly asking themselves why 

athletes are fueling life’s adventures with items made 

from high-fructose corn syrup and mystery flavoring 

when they could energize their pursuit with more 

wholesome local honey and real fruit. Kitchen-savvy 

athletes understand that ingredients such as nuts, 

fruits, and whole grains used as the backbone for 

more natural forms of energy also deliver a bounty of 

nutrients necessary for overall well-being. In short, 
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homemade sports nutrition is simply an extension of 

the wider pull toward a more nutritious overall diet.

Further, people are increasingly skeptical about 

the ingredients found in many forms of engineered 

sports foods. For too long, packaged sports products 

have benefited from a health halo owing to their 

association with athletics. But now, athletes who 

have regularly turned to these items for a fitness 

boost are scrutinizing ingredient lists—and what 

they’re seeing is not always appetizing. Some of the 

same ingredients you would find in supermarket 

foods, like highly processed sugars and preservatives 

deemed to be “junk food,” are also all too common in 

a number of sports nutrition items. Sure, lab-created 

sports foods are convenient and popular, but are they 

actually optimal fuel for an overall healthy body? For 

many people, it’s about having more control over what 

they put in their bodies and stressing quality over 

convenience. Sometimes simpler is better.

As much as we’d all like to think we’re riding an 

innovative new wave in this turn to homemade sports 

foods, the concept of real food as athletic fuel isn’t 

without precedent. The numerous forms of athletics 

existed well before gels and chews flooded the market, 

and somehow athletes still were able to cross the 

finish line. The Olympians of yesteryear who weren’t 

able to quaff Gatorade understood that Mother Nature 

knows a thing or two about fueling active pursuits. 

Before sports drinks, bars, and neon goo became 

race-day staples, athletes tapped the produce, bread, 

and dairy aisles for a competitive edge. In fact, the 

engineered sports-food phenomenon is still very 

much rooted in North American society. In Europe 

and South America, for example, you won’t see the 

sheer variety of packaged energy foods on offer here. 

When the athletic crowd on other continents is feeling 

peckish, they may very well reach for a sandwich 

rather than a bar. If you need proof that you can go 

fast without relying solely on PowerBars and their 

counterparts, just look in the musette bags of Grand 

Tour riders, which can include tasty treats ranging 

from rice cakes to panini.

I’m also an ardent believer in real-food fuel, both 

from my perspective as a dietitian and as a cyclist. 

I’ve cycled thousands of miles in dozens of countries 

without needing to overload my panniers with bars 

and gels. (OK, I once had to rely on a few too many 

energy bars in Cuba when I couldn’t stomach another 

lackluster peso pizza.) Instead, whenever I’ve felt 

hungry and a little sluggish, I’ve turned to actual 

food. Save for the rare occurrence of needing to find 

a bathroom pronto, it has never let me down or left 
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me feeling weak in the legs and wanting extra energy 

from engineered sports fuel. When I need a power 

boost, a mound of refreshing papaya salad and pad 

Thai in Thailand or a handheld pie in Argentina have 

historically been more of what I crave in nearly every 

way compared to a brick of tapioca syrup.

Despite my firm preference for real-food fuel,  

I’ll concede that the use of these prepackaged items  

is often unavoidable and that there will continue to  

be a market for them (including yours truly), but 

let me present what I consider a rock-solid case for 

powering your active lifestyle more often with do-it-

yourself, all-natural fuel from your kitchen instead  

of the science lab.

IT WORKS

As I’ll discuss in more detail later on, there is 

increasing science to support the use of food you find 

in bulk bins and produce aisles to bolster endurance 

and strength to the same degree (if not more!) than  

the stuff created by the white coats. Case in point:  

A Journal of the International Society of Sports Nutrition 

study found that raisins were just as effective as 

carbohydrate-based energy chews at keeping runners’ 

endurance levels up. That’s why you’ll find these little 

nuggets of energy in one of my homemade Energy 

Shots (p. 137). Heck, even a lowbrow bowl of cereal 

and milk has been found to be great recovery fuel.  

To learn how to make your own without a trip to  

a cereal aisle populated by additives and chemical 

coatings, turn to page 160.

NUTRITION UPGRADE

If you’re not taking your nutrition seriously, it’s likely 

much of your competition is. This fact alone can be 

enough to ensure that they leave you playing catch-up. 

You can train until your legs fall off, but if you don’t 

have your nutrition on point, your fitness gains during 

training are going to be subpar and it’s likely you’ll 

have a tough race. While eating real food like spinach 

may not give you the superhuman strength of a gravel-

voiced sailorman, it’s a vital aspect of overall power, 

speed, and endurance. Sound nutrition is also a key 

part in preventing the injuries and illnesses that can 

arise from frequent training. So eating well allows you 

to train much more efficiently.

I often trumpet that one of the most important 

benefits of giving your pots and pans a workout by 

making your own edible energy is that it’s another 

opportunity to take in a wider variety of the vital 

nutrients that an active body requires to perform its 

best and yield quicker training results. Feeding  
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Energy Bar, Chocolate Enduro Balls

INGREDIENTS

cane invert syrup
maltodextrin
fructose
dextrose
oat bran
soy protein isolate
alkalized cocoa
brown rice flour
high oleic canola oil
vegetable glycerin
calcium phosphate
salt
chocolate
potassium phosphate
sugar
natural flavor
ascorbic acid
partially defatted peanut flour
nonfat milk
ground almonds
ferrous fumerate
pyridoxine hydrochloride
thiamin hydrochloride
riboflavin

INGREDIENTS

pitted dates
rolled oats
raw almonds
raw sunflower seeds
raw pumpkin seeds
hemp seeds
ground flaxseed
cocoa powder
salt
honey
almond butter
fresh mint
vanilla extract
chocolate chips

When it comes to fueling your activity, it’s easy  

to trust the flashy wrappers and promotional buzz  

of prepackaged products, especially when they’re  

being endorsed by professional athletes in glitzy 

advertisements and live-event product placement. 

Think about those carefully positioned bottles of  

a certain neon sports drink perched on the table in 

front of athletes and their coaches during postgame 

press conferences. The prominence of sports 

nutrition products encourages athletes to take 

product claims at face value, but more and more 

athletes are finally taking a closer look at nutrition 

labels and ingredient lists. And increasingly what 

they uncover is pushing many back into the kitchen. 

Don’t just take my word for it when I say there  

can be a lot of additives and other questionable 

ingredients in prepackaged sports nutrition prod-

ucts: Start checking out those labels for yourself. 

While there are now, thankfully, an increasing 

number of whole-food-based fuel options on the 

market, for the most part you’ll still see a pattern: 

Not only do DIY options often have fewer ingredi-

ents, they also lack any that sound completely 

foreign. Just to illustrate the argument, here’s a 

side-by-side comparison of ingredients in a pre-

packaged energy bar and a real-food energy option.

INSIDE THE WRAPPER

Recipe on p. 110
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a body in training is no mean feat, so any opportunity 

to sneak in more nutrient-dense items such as fruits, 

veggies, seeds, and whole grains into pre-, during-,  

and post-workout noshes is surely welcomed.

KEEPING IT REAL

Flip over a packaged sports nutrition product and you’ll 

likely wish you majored in food chemistry. Although 

items on the market increasingly rely on healthy 

ingredients that even your grandma would recognize, 

the norm is still to pack them full of a minefield of 

mystery items, including food colorings, emulsifiers, 

“natural flavors,” fractionated oils (what?), and artificial 

sweeteners. I don’t know about you, but soy protein 

nuggets and carnauba wax are not something I have 

in my pantry or necessarily want to put in my body on 

a regular basis. Funny how these products can still be 

labeled “natural.” So consider committing to making 

your own pre-, during-, and post-workout goodies an 

important step toward mindful and cleaner eating.

TROUBLEMAKERS

For better or worse, an increasing number of athletes 

are steering clear of certain items such as lactose and 

gluten. In certain cases, this is a must in response 

to conditions such as lactose intolerance or celiac 

disease. Crafting your own fuel affords you better 

control over sidestepping possible food allergens 

or ingredients that simply don’t fit into the dietary 

lifestyle you have embraced.

IN GOOD TASTE

Relying heavily on packaged energy-food products 

can lead to a serious case of palate fatigue. After all, 

there are only so many cloyingly sweet gels and cat 

food–like meat bars you can stomach before you want 

to tap out. Also, the same tastes and textures seem  

to be pumped out again and again, which can get old 

quick. Really, another peanut butter and chocolate 

bar? An underappreciated benefit of homemade 

fuel is that it can promote better fueling by making 

you actually want to eat the stuff—and leave your 

workouts seeming a little more gourmet. Appetite 

suppression is a big concern among athletes such 

as Tour de France riders and ultrarunners if they eat 

the same thing too often. Anyone who racks up the 

miles knows this firsthand. If I have only brought 

along packaged gels or bars on a long ride, I’m often 

underfueling toward the end because the thought of 

inhaling another raspberry-flavored maltodextrin 

product is truly unappetizing. And I don’t know 

about you, but I always want to curl up and take a 
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nap instead of hopping on the saddle after eating a 

bar with yogurt coating that doesn’t actually contain 

yogurt. To extend the shelf life of packaged bars, the 

moisture is sucked out, which leaves your workout 

food tasting like lumber. That’s why real-food goodies 

are especially helpful when you are out for the long 

haul. So consider the recipes populating this book as 

a means to boosting performance and creating yum in 

the process. They provide fuel that is as appetizing as 

it is functional.

VARIETY IS THE SPICE OF LIFE

When you make your own performance fuel, you can 

have fun experimenting with all sorts of exciting and 

innovative ingredient to create flavors and textures 

that will motivate you to trade time sitting in front of 

a computer for time working up a sweat. That’s why 

I spent countless hours in the kitchen creating these 

recipes that not only provide useful calories but also 

push the boundaries of what athletes are accustomed 

to eating when on the move or in need of recovery 

sustenance. After all, who says a little prosciutto only 

belongs on a charcuterie board?

You’ll also recognize that fueling your active 

lifestyle can be so much more than smoothies and 

bars. Although those recipes are here too, everything 

from crepes to protein-packed pudding can offer 

your active body a dynamic duo of great taste and 

performance benefits.

SAVE CASH

Walk into any bike, running, or outdoor-gear shop and 

you’ll inevitably be greeted by displays of so-called 

sports nutrition products promising to boost your 

game. However, their convenience comes with a price 

tag. Although the occasional use won’t break the bank, 

when you consider that each gel can set you back 

a couple bucks and some bars ring in at a hefty $4, 

relying solely on store-bought packaged energy foods 

can put a serious dent in your gear or race budget. 

Making your own fitness fuel can leave you more 

wiggle room for race entry fees or that bucket list bike 

trip to the Alps. With that said, it’s still a good idea to 

think about quality and not just price when it comes  

to the ingredients you use. It’s easier to pay a little 

more for sustainable seafood, local honey, fair-trade 

chocolate, and organic milk if you know that they’re  

a better choice for the planet and your active body.

EAT BETTER OVERALL

A strange thing happens when people decide to take 

the time to craft their own performance fuel. All of the 
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sudden, they start to get excited about cooking again 

and increasingly trade in trips to the drive-thru for 

old-fashioned home cooking. Preparing a batch of 

ride cookies or post-workout muffins can propel you 

to look for other ways to infuse your diet with optimal 

fuel, namely homemade, nutrient-dense breakfasts, 

lunches, and dinners. Think of it as improved nutrition 

by osmosis. No longer will you call a bowl of sugary 

boxed cereal breakfast or settle for a frozen packaged 

burrito come the dinner bell. It’s about taking the time 

to once again discover the perks of preparing your  

own food.

As with exercise fuel, by making your own meals 

you’ll have a much better idea of what you are 

putting in your body, and as long as you cook with 

quality ingredients such as whole grains, healthy 

protein, fruits, and vegetables, this will contribute to 

overall performance and health. The advantage of 

consuming mostly snacks and meals prepared in your 

own kitchen was played out in a recent University of 

Illinois study. It determined that despite their better 

reputation, meals at higher-end restaurants can 

actually deliver greater amounts of undesirables such 

as sodium and cholesterol than do meals from fast-

food joints. Regardless of where people ate out, the 

researchers also found that subjects ended up eating 

more nutritionally lackluster calories than if they 

consumed food they prepared with their own  

two hands.

TASTE THE REWARD

Having an arsenal of go-to fuel recipes can have the 

positive side effect of encouraging you to exercise  

with greater frequency. After all, enjoying delicious 

fuel only really works if you also keep active. I will 

happily work up a sweat if I can take a bite out of some 

Salted Quinoa Almond Fudge Cups (p. 225) afterward 

or bring along a bagful of Sushi Rolls (p. 134).

/////

Rocket Fuel has a clear purpose: to offer up nutritious, 

tasty, and often simple recipes to fuel your body in 

the best way possible and help you thrive in your 

athletic pursuits. In my mind, that means food you 

make yourself for sustained energy and improved 

nutrition instead of relying on the fleeting pick-me-

ups from manufacturers that often stress quantity 

over quality. My goal here is to help you discover how 

amazing it can be to get in the kitchen and pump out 

an assortment of homemade fuel in as many exciting 

flavor combinations as possible so you can reach 

your fitness goals and even surpass them. It’s true that 
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on-the-go fuel from the kitchen largely has its roots in 

the cycling world, but by no means are these recipes 

geared only toward the Lycra community. A broad 

spectrum of athletes can benefit from the kitchen 

creations found here. Whether you plan to tackle some 

fierce white water, scale a rock face, pump serious 

iron, shred some powder, prepare for a grueling  

romp in the mud, or endure a day of bushwhacking, 

Rocket Fuel recipes give you the nutritional building 

blocks needed to rise to the challenge and perform at 

your best. In other words, you can fuel your workouts 

your way.
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ROCKET 
FUEL

     BASICS
YOU’LL FIND A BOUNTY of recipes in this book 

that are formulated specifically to help you prepare 

for, sustain, and recover from training and races. Here’s 

how to make them work for you.

CLOCKWORK

The recipes that follow are grouped into three main 

sections: Before, During, and After. They are designed 

to meet the needs of pro athletes, the lunch-hour 

fitness crowd, and weekend warriors alike during 

these specific times. So, for instance, a post-training 

recipe such as Pumpkin Pie Yogurt Bowl with Super 

Seed Sprinkle (p. 163) will have the higher levels  

of the protein needed to encourage muscle recovery, 

whereas the During section is full of fuel such as 

Coconut Rice Cakes (p. 106) that provide plenty  

of carbs to power your activity of choice. Many recipes, 

including Chocolate Milk (p. 168) and the Watermelon 

Slushy (p. 67), are distilled from the latest sports-

nutrition science suggesting that they can provide  

a specific benefit at a specific time for those who like  

to work up a sweat on a regular basis and who want  

to go that extra mile.
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D
   

     DA I RY- F R E E     

Recipe contains no dairy, such as milk or yogurt, or can 

be made dairy-free with certain ingredient adjustments. 

This can include swapping out cow milk for a nondairy 

alternative such as almond milk. There are now more 

dairy-free options than ever for items such as butter  

and cheese.

F
   

     F R E E Z E R - F R I E N D LY     

Recipe or elements of the recipe can be frozen if  

placed in an airtight container, allowing leftovers to  

be used down the road. These recipes offer athletes  

the option of making a big batch of fuel without the 

worry that it will rot in their fridge. They’re also a great 

option for weekend warriors who may want to make  

a recipe and use it to fuel an active outing on more  

than one weekend.

DIET GUIDE
Within each recipe, you’ll find the following letters that let you quickly recognize if a recipe written as is or with some  
easy tweaking (see the Game Changers) can fit into a particular dietary restriction or if it can be made ahead and 
preserved for future needs. 

G
   

     G LU T E N - F R E E     

Recipe contains no gluten-containing ingredients or  

can be modified to be gluten-free by using alternatives 

such as an all-purpose gluten-free flour blend instead  

of wheat flour.

P
   

     PA L E O - F R I E N D LY     

Recipe adheres to the dietary principals of Paleo eating 

or can be adjusted to be Paleo. This means no grains, 

legumes, or refined sugars; however, some Paleo diets 

allow for dairy, and a recipe with the P  symbol may 

include this food group.

V
   

     VEGETARIAN OR VEGAN-FRIENDLY     

Recipe contains no meat (vegetarian) or no meat, dairy, 

eggs, or honey (vegan), or can be modified to meet one 

or both of these eating preferences.
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  B E F O R E

Place roasted beets, milk, sugar, coconut oil, and 

lemon zest in a blender or food processor and blend 

until smooth. Blend in eggs.

In a large bowl, stir together rice flour, coconut flour, 

baking powder, cinnamon, and salt. Add wet 

ingredients to dry ingredients and mix gently until 

everything is moist. Fold in chocolate chips, if using.

Line the square baking pan used to roast the beets 

with parchment paper so there is at least a 1-inch 

overhang. Place beet mixture in pan in an even layer. 

Sprinkle pistachios on top and press down gently to 

help them adhere. Bake for 30 minutes, or until batter 

is set in the middle. Let cool completely in pan, then 

lift out using parchment overhang and slice into  

9 squares. Keep chilled for up to 7 days.

   G A M E  C H A N G E R S       Replace milk with a plain nondairy 
milk such as almond  +  Swap out brown sugar for coconut 
or turbinado sugar  +  Use orange zest instead of lemon

BEET PISTACHIO BARS  

Juice isn’t the only way to get your pre-workout beet power. Thanks to a carefully planned combination of ingredients, these 

tender bars aren’t overly beety, making them a bright addition to your sports-nutrition plan. Taking the time to roast the beets 

helps coax out their natural sweetness. I’ve listed the chocolate chips as optional, but they always find a way to sneak into my bar 

batter. The scattering of pistachios on top offers up great crunch and added nutrition.

 1  pound beets (about 4 medium-sized),  

peeled and chopped

 2 teaspoons canola, grapeseed, or light olive oil

 ½  cup low-fat milk

 ½  cup brown sugar
 1/3  cup melted coconut oil

  Zest of 1 lemon

 2  large eggs

 1  cup brown rice flour

 ¼  cup coconut flour

 2  teaspoons baking powder

 1  teaspoon cinnamon

 ½  teaspoon salt

 ½  cup dark chocolate chips (optional)

 ½  cup unsalted shelled pistachios

Preheat oven to 400°F. Place beets in an 8 × 8–inch 

square baking pan and toss with oil. Roast until 

tender, about 35 minutes.

D F G V

SERVINGS: 9 

ACTIVE TIME: 25 min.

Coconut oil is solid  
at room temperature.  
To melt for recipes, 
measure out the 
specified amount  
in a small bowl  
and microwave for  
30 seconds or until 
liquefied. Or place in 
the oven as it preheats 
and allow the oven  
heat to melt the oil.
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A F T E R

 ½  cup almond butter

 ½  cup protein powder
 1/3  cup softened coconut oil

 ¼  cup cocoa powder

 ¼  cup pure maple syrup

 1  medium-sized ripe banana

 1  teaspoon vanilla extract

 1  teaspoon cinnamon

 1  cup quinoa puffs

 1  teaspoon flaky salt, such as fleur de sel  

or Maldon

Place almond butter, protein powder, coconut oil, 

cocoa powder, maple syrup, banana, vanilla, and 

cinnamon in a food processor or blender and blend 

until smooth. Pulse in quinoa puffs.

Divide mixture among 24 silicone mini-muffin cups or 

paper-lined metal mini-muffin cups. Sprinkle salt over 

tops. Place tray in freezer until set, about 1 hour. The 

fudge cups will remain fairly soft and won’t freeze 

solid. Unmold fudge cups and keep in an airtight 

container or zip-top bag in the freezer for up to  

1 month. They can also be transported to an event  

in a cooler.

   G A M E  C H A N G E R S       Swap out almond butter for peanut 
butter  +  Sweeten with brown rice syrup or honey instead of 
maple syrup  +  Replace quinoa puffs with other small cereal 
puffs, such as millet

SALTED  QUINOA  
ALMOND FUDGE CUPS 
Every good deed deserves a reward. So after a health-boosting workout,  

why not luxuriate in some fudge? Of course, this version has more of what  

you need to recover well than any typical store-bought fudge. Case in point:  

I’ve worked in some protein powder, banana, and quinoa puffs for extra recovery  

protein and carbohydrates.

D F G V

SERVINGS: 12

ACTIVE TIME: 20 min. 

No mini-muffin tray? 
You can also mold the 
fudge in lightly 
greased ice cube trays. 
You may need to use a 
butter knife to unmold 
the set fudge pieces.
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